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Cleve Vine, who has beenChairman of BDS since
2004, has retired.

Cleve saw BDS through a process of expansion and
integration of services to the book trade as the
business grew frommetadata provision to libraries, to
include physical and digital media across all home
entertainment sectors, as well as offeringweb
services to the book and related industries.

“I am proud to have been able to help steer BDS
towards success,” says Cleve. “I have been associated
with the company since its earliest days andwas
honoured to be offered the chairmanship in 2004.
Soon after taking on that role I attended the BDS 10th
anniversary celebrations. Only last year, I was present
and ceilidh dancing at their 25th anniversary party. I’ve
enjoyed giving Lesley and Eric the benefit ofmy
experience and enjoyedmeeting all the staff over the
years. Being Chairman of BDS has been a pleasure.”

Cleve has had a long and illustrious career in the book
trade andwas formerly DeputyManagingDirector of
BookData and sat on the boards of Penguin UK and
Melia Publishing. Hewas also aDirector of web
services company Ehauswhich became part of BDS in
the summer of 2004.

“It has been an honour and an educationworkingwith
Cleve all these years,” says Eric Green, Managing
Director of BDSDigital. “His wealth of experience has
beenmatched by his friendly and approachable
manner. He has added insight and guidance over the
16 years of his chairmanship.”

“As BDS continues to grow andwe look to take on new
challenges, I’d like to take this opportunity to thank
Cleve for helping us get wherewe are today,” says
LesleyWhyte. “Whatever our successes in the years to
come, Cleve Vinewill have helped us get there and for
that all the BDS staff are truly thankful.”

Cleve is succeeded by Colin Grier CA, who has had a
successful career inmerchant banking. The BDS Board
is also being strengthenedwith the addition of Gerald
McGill CA, partner at the accountancy firm Farries, Kirk
andMcVean, who havemanaged the company’s
finances since its inception in 1995.

CLEVEVINE RETIRES
As BDS restructures and grows, the company is taking on new staff tomeet the requirements of cataloguing
for public and academic libraries.

NewAcademic Content TeamLeader
Lesley Firth joins the team, bringing in her expertise derived from a
successful career at the British Library, to become BDS’s Academic Content
TeamLeader.

“Prior to coming to BDS I worked at the British Library in Boston Spa for 25
years, as a Cataloguing TeamManager,” says Lesley. “I was responsible for
the development of cataloguing policy and procedure, workflow
development, qualitymanagement and training of cataloguers and
paraprofessionals. I was also part of the core team responsible for the
implementation of RDA in the British Library and the development of BL
policy statements.”

At BDS, Lesley will be responsible for leading the team that will provide
catalogue records for digital material for the academic community.

“I was thrilled when the opportunity came up towork for BDS as it has beenmy dream for a long time tomove to
Dumfries andGalloway” continues Lesley. “Because BDS hasworked closely with the British Library, I was aware of
thework done in Dumfries. At the British Library at Boston Spa, I had been used to being in a workplace that is
surrounded by trees, countryside andwildlife, soworking at BDS feels just right and the view frommy desk at BDS
is far superior.”

Outside of work, Lesley enjoys walking and she is looking forward to end of lockdown, so she can “go for walks in
the beautiful Dumfries andGalloway countryside”.When she lived in Knaresborough she used to attend tap
dancing classes andwhile she hasn’t found any such classes near Dumfries, she says shewill be looking for some
Scottish country dance classes to try instead.

Cataloguer Joins fromDawson
DominicWilson joins BDS fromhis previous post at Dawsonwhere one of his
jobs was to oversee the transfer of books to BDS for cataloguing.

“It definitely felt different going from somewherewheremetadata was an add-
on to somewherewhere it was the focus of the business,” says Dominic. “I
already knew frommy previous jobwhat a fabulous company BDSwere. If you
want towork in cataloguing, BDS are the place to be.”

Originally fromColchester, Dominic went to Exeter University fromwhere he
gained a First-Class Honours degree in Ancient History, followed by anMA in
Classics and Ancient History with Distinction. He continued his studies at City
University London, gaining anMSc in Library Sciencewith Distinction.

“I was on the University Challenge team at both universities,” he recalls, “but
neither teammade it to the television stages.”

Moving fromNorwich, whereDawsonwas based in England, to live in Scotland for the first time presents Dominic
with the interesting prospect of discovering a new culture and the Scottish outdoors.

“I have a fairly wide range of interests including history, philosophy and ancient literature somoving to an ancient
burghwith a strong literary tradition and a lively university next to the BDS offices offers plenty forme to explore,”
he says.

Attracting Talent for the Future
“BDS is expanding and keen to attract talent to the company,” says LesleyWhyte, “andwe particularly like it when
experienced staff join us.”

Both Lesley andDominic are undergoing training in the BDSMethod, the process bywhich BDS achieves its
enviable benchmark results andwhich builds BDS’s superset ofmetadata that allows libraries of diverse focus and
function to benefit fromBDS records.

ARRIVALS
BDS successfully secured funding fromSantander
UK in July 2020 to support a share buy-back from a
legacyminority shareholder. As a result of this
development, themajority shareholding lieswith the
founding directors, LesleyWhyte and Eric Green.

The transactionwas secured in just fiveweeks, with
Santander UK completing the deal virtually and
electronically during the ongoing pandemic.

“We needed to raise finance to re-structure the
shareholding of our business to free the company to
expandmetadata provision to our principal markets,
the public and academic library sectors” said Lesley
Whyte, ManagingDirector of BDS. “Our ambition is to
secure comprehensivemetadata creation and
delivery, irrespective of format, in the UK at a time
when library budgets are stretched and digital
resources aremore important than ever before.”

The buy-back enables BDS tomove forward on amore
focused footingwith planned service developments,
such as its newAcademic Library Licence, while
consolidating and streamlining the use ofmetadata
standards across library catalogues. It also secures a
UK skills-base for internationally recognised
cataloguing, which currently supports over 60 jobs.

“BDS is an exceptional business andwe are delighted
to support thewhole BDS teamwith the next phase of
their growth journey,” said RichardMathison, Director
Structured Finance, Santander UK.

You can follow Santander@santanderuknews on
Twitter.

@bdslifemag

@bdslifemagazine

FOLLOWBDSLIFE
Keep abreast of all the latest news fromBDS

BDSSHARESBUY-BACK
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BDSChiefMetadataOfficer, JennyWright has co-authored an article in
Information Professional, published throughCILIP.

RDA:Moving into a new era ofmetadatamanagement is prompted by the
introduction of a new version of the RDA standard, launched on 15December
2020. Jenny and her co-authors, Alan Danskin, CollectionMetadata Standard
Manager at the British Library andGordonDunsire, RDATechnical TeamLiaison
Officer, are keen to utilisemultiple channels to promote and explain the new
version of the RDA standardwhich “takes us firmly into the future ofmetadata
requirements.”

“The current RDAToolkit is a decade old, so the tech is outdated, and it is also very obviously print-based in
origin,” explains Jenny. “The newRDAToolkit, which has been in beta for a while, addresses the cataloguing of all
types of content andmedia, and recognises the fact that different users have different needs.”

The RDAToolkit is a subscription-based online platform that allows cataloguers to access
guidelines and instructions for creating RDA records. The newToolkit can be found at:
https://access.rdatoolkit.org, while the content referencing the older version of RDA can
be found at: https://original.rdatoolkit.org.

RDA:Moving into a new era ofmetadatamanagement has certainly proved helpful to
cataloguers and garnered praise.

“For six years I have beenworkingwith RDA and have often thought therewas need
for a clear, written exposition of what RDA actually is,” wrote Lesley Cresswell,
Collections Librarian, Library and Learning Resources, University ofWales, Trinity
Saint David. “Your article is the first account I have come across that actually
explains RDA in a sensible and logical way. Thank you for doing this.”

Find outmore about the Toolkit, including events organised by EURIG and
UKCoR and training seminars dedicated to aspects of the newToolkit, at
https://RDAToolkit.org or write to RDAToolkit@ALA.org.

Anew library has opened inWalthamstow inWalthamForest as a key part of a £3m
investment in the community of theWood Street area. This is part of an ongoing
investment in libraries throughout the former London Borough of Culturewhich
BDS sponsored through arts events in libraries in 2019.

The oldWood Street Library, now due to be demolishedwith the site sold for further
library investment in the borough, welcomed theNational Gallery’s recent acquisition,
Self Portrait of the Artist as St Catherine by Artemisia Gentileschi as part of the
borough-wide library celebrations (see BDSLife for Libraries, Autumn 2019).

COVID restrictions and lockdowns have resulted in a stop start beginning for libraries,
butWood Street Library remains open for digital access and customer services, and
operates a click and collect and book delivery service.

BDSlifemagazine visited the library last October when it was operating under fewer
restrictions andmetwith library assistant, YvonneCooper.

“It’s been incredibly busy,” said Yvonne. “I think at times like these, people need to know
there is somewhere at the heart of their community where they can come to share their experience, bring the kids,
find a book, have a cup of coffee. I think the new library has quickly become part of our life support system.”

Under normal circumstances the new library will be open double the hours of the previous library.

“I genuinely believe the new library is a lovely, warm, welcoming experience,” said Councillor Paul Douglas, cabinet
member for culture. “It’s bigger… is open longer and seven
days aweek and has a cafe and outside seating space”.

“When I visited the oldWood Street Library to view the
Gentileschi portrait as part of the E17 Art Trail that BDS
sponsored in 2019, I also visited the building site for the new
library which is now open,” says LesleyWhyte. “It is heart-
warming towitness first-hand such investment in local,
community libraries and BDS is proud to have been a sponsor
in a small but effectivemanner ofWaltham Forest and its
vision for the future.”

YvonneCooper

NEWLIBRARYOPENS

BDS sponsored the first virtual MDG conferencewhich took place between September
7 -11 2020.

Since the call for papers went out before the first national lockdown inMarch 2020, and
the inevitable decision to cancel the traditional conference, the decisionwasmade to
hold an online conference. This proved very popular, with nearly 300 registering. It also
allowed theMetadata Discovery Group (MDG, formerly CIG, the Cataloguing and Index
Group) to hold its conference over 5 days instead of the traditional shorter, real-world
format.

Positive Feedback
The event garnered very positive feedback from attendeeswho found the virtual
online framework easy to access and readily open to people fromdiverse
geographical locations.

All the sessionswere recorded and remain available on theMDG's YouTube channel,
CILIPMetadata &Discovery Groupwhich states as its aim: "With this channel we
want to share our activities and show fellow enthusiasts thewonderful world of
metadata and discovery."

JennyWright, Chief MetadataOfficer at BDS gave a short talk onmetadata
standards (https://youtu.be/-5dz9LwEYqk) and she also chaired a session on RDA,

(https://youtu.be/SUXn0k4fTE0) the second iteration of whichwas recently launched. Both events werewell
attended.

Key Issues
Key issues arising from the sessionswere the standard ofmetadata
provided for e-book resources, how best to secure qualitymetadata
provision, andways in whichmetadata can be improved using
technological rather thanmanualmethods. Speakers over the five days
includedGordonDunsire, RDATechnical TeamLiaisonOfficer, who
gave an RDAUpdate (https://youtu.be/Ad2fZg0wGTM), Alan Danskin
of the British Library who outlined British Library plans for the
implementation of RDA (https://youtu.be/7O-6pq55euA), while the
reclassification of non-Western art at UCL Library was covered by
ThomasMeehan (https://youtu.be/Pukdl7NNJkA). The keynote
address, Big and Bold: The Audacity of SharedMetadata, was given by
Violet Fox (https://youtu.be/aZVDj9LV5x8).

The fourth day of the conference concludedwith theMDGGroup AGM
while day fivewas given over to RDA issues.

"The annual MDG conference highlights issues affecting and
developingwithin the field ofmetadata that are important to BDS as a
supplier ofmetadata, an innovator in the development and application
ofmetadata standards, and as a business that works withmetadata
every day," says LesleyWhyte, "so, we are not only delighted to
sponsor the annual MDG conference but we are also deeply engaged
with its concerns and the active presence of our Chief MetadataOfficer, JennyWright, is evidence of this."

The virtual conferencewas such a success that next year it is planned tomaintain a virtual element to the
conference even if, at that point, a physical conference is possible.

BDSSPONSORSMDGCONFERENCEJENNYWRIGHTONRDA

Violet Fox giving her keynote address

BDS, SPONSORINGPROGRESS
To find outmore about howBDS has helped arts organisations, social causes,
individuals, libraries and charities over the years, aswell as how it supports
our industry and addresses its responsibility to the environment, you can
download our 3-page pdf that summarisesmany of the festivals,
programmes, events and initiatives that BDS has supported.

Go now to: https://bdslive.com/bdslife-online/bds-sponsoring-progress

An active programmeof collaborations and eventswill be reintroduced as
soon as lockdown restrictions are lifted. Keep an eye on BDSlife for further
information.
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Contact Heather Sherman to find outmore

THE FUTUREOFTHEACADEMIC LIBRARYCATALOGUE

BDS is rolling out its newAcademic Library Licence, the
most important innovation in the delivery of catalogue
records to academic libraries inmany years.
The Academic Library Licence offers a single source for high quality, RDA compliant, book
in handMARC records created to an agreed standard for English language books, eBooks
andOpen Access titles, using a fair and sustainable ‘pay to share’ bibliographicmetadata
ecosystem.

MeetingNeeds
The Academic Library Licencewas developed in response tomarket conditions and
following discussionwith key industry stakeholders at the academic stock suppliers,
metadata experts, SUPC, NAG and JISC. Recommendations fromNAG’sQuality of Shelf
ReadyMetadata report and the aims of PlanM for themetadata ecosystemprovided the
impetus and framework. The content of records has been agreedwith SUPC in
consultationwith NAG, and are ‘book in hand’ with DDC and LC classifications, NACO
authority control for contributors, and Library of Congress Subject Headings.
Descriptions and table of contents are providedwhere these have beenmade available by
the publisher.

Digital Discovery
“Accurate and rich catalogue records have never beenmore important for academic
libraries to aid cataloguing and resource discovery,” says Heather Sherman, Director of
Academic LibraryOperations at BDS. “The BDSAcademic Library Licence revolutionises
the supply ofmetadata records to UK academic institutions by enabling the sharing of
BDS records between libraries, and by providing amodel where the cost of record
creation is shared across the academic community.”
Themodel is based upon the hugely successful BDS Public Library Licencewhich is now
used by every local authority public library system in the UK andwas first introduced by
BDS in 2004.

ReducedCosts
When compared to the current quality of records created in amixed economywith some
records purchased from stock suppliers and some created in-house, the Academic
Library Licence offers libraries an extremely cost-effective solution for acquiring high
quality records.
The Academic Library Licencewill also offer prompt delivery, supporting a data supply
chain that supplies records as early as possible, and streamlines workflows for libraries
and suppliers. By reducing duplication of effort and cutting down on the number of places
fromwhich libraries source their records, the Academic Library Licence enhances
efficiency. Records are easily acquired, freeing up expert resources to focus on research
repositories, special collections, reading lists and uncataloguedmaterial.

Delivery
Records are delivered to libraries via stock suppliers or library system suppliers using
existingworkflows. Alternatively, records can be downloaded directly fromBDS.Once a
high-quality record has been created it will be available through all routes for all licence
holders.

Early Adopters
Several universities have already signed up as early adopters of the Academic Library
Licencewhich begins as a service on 1st April. Further institutions are joining the scheme
inOctober – a timescale that will allow all parties to refine and further develop the service
to ensure themaximumbenefit is obtained both in terms of cost-effectiveness and
enhanced resources for students, academic staff and researchers.

Developing WithOur Users
AUser Group formed of 8-10 customers, including the Early Adopters, will work jointly
with BDS to define a roadmap for future developments. ALLwill grow and develop
organically over time. From initial discussionswith customers we have already identified
areas where BDS’s expertise could be used to the benefit of customers.

HelpOnHand
BDS provides a dedicatedHelpdesk for queries regarding any aspect of the service.
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JOHNHUDSON:Whatwas your first experience of
cataloguing?

LESLEYWHYTE: September 1980. Fresh from
university, clad in thewhite laboratory-style coat that
the library staffwore, I entered the cataloguing
department at GlasgowUniversity Library. I was a
SCONUL trainee, undertaking a year’s intensive
training in all the departments of the library, before
going on to University College London to embark on
the post-graduate course in Library and Information
Studies. I had beenworking in the library for a few
weeks and had already been advised bymy colleagues
that cataloguingwas “difficult”, and that only people
whowere slightly strangewanted to do it. I quickly
found that I had to be one of those strange people
because it appealed to thewaymy brain worked. In
those dayswewere filling in forms, coding the
information that was entered by specialist operators,
and then contributed to SCOLCAP, a consortiumof
libraries based in Scotland. Forme, this was as exciting
as working at NASA or Bletchley Park. I delighted in
finding the perfect way to express the description and
content of a work.

Early Years
JH:Did youwitness the involvement of technology
in cataloguing back then? Youmust have seen this
starting to happen?

LW: At Glasgow, we had three forms of catalogue. The
guard book cataloguewas a series of huge bookswith
catalogue entries written or typed onto slips of paper
that were glued onto the pages. Obviously, the entries
were not always in strict alphabetical order, whichwas
challenging if youwere searching for something, and
to use old terminology, there was only amain entry.

This had been superseded by the sheaf catalogue, a
variant of the card catalogue, which allowedmultiple
access points, but for a collection as large as
Glasgow’s the sheaf catalogue in themain hall

dominated the ground floor of the library, and if you
withdrew a book from the collection you had to
remember to remove all the access points and all of
the entries fromboth themain catalogue and the
catalogue on the floor where the bookwas actually
situated.

The third cataloguewas amicrofiche catalogue,
produced by SCOLCAP. If youwere luckywhen
cataloguing, you could add your holdings to a record
already created by one of the other contributors,
otherwise you had to create an original record. Even
thoughmicrofiche entries were necessarily short, my
imagination couldn’t help racing ahead, for the
prospect of describingworks inmuch greater detail

was there, and this offered somany possibilities for
resource discovery.

A new and exciting factor had come into themix –
computers were now being used in libraries to expose
the collections in a way that had not been previously
possible. Furthermore, union catalogueswere
available, allowing collaboration and the potential to
find a book in another library, if it was not available in
your own. So, yes, cataloguingwas changing before
my eyes and I felt excited to be part of it.

JH:Howdid this influencewhat you did next?

LW: At UCL, one ofmy favourite parts of the course
was “cat and class”, which only reinforced the fact that
I was strange, sincemost ofmy fellow students
groaned at the thought, but wewere taught by the
legendary IaMcIlwaine, and even now, I refer to some
of the principles of classification and subject indexing
that she taughtme.

My first professional job, which really determined the
rest ofmy career, was as the Editor of the University of
London’s shared catalogue. The University of London
is a federal university, and at that time, twelve
institutions collaborated in a shared, automated
catalogue, which in turn, fed the shared circulation
system. I learned all the principles that are so
important to cataloguers – accuracy, attention to
detail, adherence to standards and consistency
between entries. This was baptism by fire, because
cataloguers are perfectionists and can be opinionated
people, so if I was telling them that their interpretation
of AACR2 or theMARCmanual was flawed, I had to be
very sure ofmy facts.

To honemy skills, I was also assigned towork two days
per week in the Latin American Library at Senate
House, where I was based, cataloguing Spanish and
Portuguesematerial. In this job, I made a new
discovery that all cataloguers understand – the joy of
learning about new subjects. Sometimes even
identifying the title of thework was tricky, but I was
also learning about places I had never heard of, political
movements, people and poets that were all new tome.

I was also exposed to the concept of specialised
classification to suit the collection. Senate House
Library used Bliss, a faceted classification scheme.
While admiring theway that notation could be built to
express the subject of the book very succinctly, I
couldn’t help wondering, in this world of nascent
library automation, if all this effort could be justified,
when often the British Library or Library of Congress
had already classified the book usingDDCor LCC?

FormingNew Ideas
JH: It sounds as if youwere already forming the
principles that have gone on tomake yourwork in
this area so successful. Howdid these experiences
influence your next careermove?

LW:My next jobwas as Head of Technical Services at
King’s College London.We had about thirty subject
librarians and library assistants involved in the
cataloguing process. Somewere very good at
cataloguing, others were very bad, but the reason
workwas distributed in this waywas because the
subject specialists assigned individual classifications
to the book for their subject area. So if we had five
copies of a book in the library in different locations, it
was quite possible that therewould be five different
classifications.While I understood that the subject
specialist’s objective was tomake the book fit with the
collection in their area of the library, it seemed like a lot
of duplication of effort.

While at King’s, I also became involved in one of the
great activities ofmajor libraries in the last decades of
the twentieth century – dismantling thework of
generations, by automating the catalogue. The
benefits of this weremanifest tome –multiple access
points, longer entries, more cross-referencing.

Automation offered awhole new range of possibilities
to the student and the researcher. All my reflections
onmy experience so far, all the ideas that had been
formingwere beginning to come together in theworld
aroundme and, even then, I was aware of the need to
take this work further, to create a practical
methodology to simplify the process of creating the
catalogue and thereby liberate it, free it from the
pitfalls of inconsistency and eccentricity.

JH:Was there a Eurekamoment?

LW: Duringmy time at King’s, I was fortunate to secure
a sabbatical post at the Lucy Scribner Library at
Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, New York. I was
exposed to the power of shared cataloguing, using
what became known asWorldCat.

In the University of Londonwe did lots of original
cataloguing, and always had backlogs, depriving
students of access to the new books they needed.
Gifts and donations stretched uncatalogued along
metres andmetres of corridors. At Skidmore, we
rarely had to do any original cataloguing, asmost was
derived from the Library of Congress files.

Just in case Imissed doing original cataloguing,my
colleagueswere very keen to hand over a backlog that
had developed, for a new format ofmusic called a CD,
since nobody knewwhat to dowith them.When I left
Skidmore, all the CDswere catalogued. The
importance of a single source of quality recordsmade
a huge impact onme.My time in Saratoga certainly
crystalisedmy ideas.

JH:Where did you go next?

LW: I really wanted to put some ofmy new ideas into
practice. So Imoved back to Scotland, andwent to
work for a very enterprising library bookseller called
TomFarries and his company, T C Farries &Co Limited.

I realised that what we now know asmetadata was
going to be an evenmore important force in libraries,
and I wanted to introduce positive change into the
process. Libraries, especially public libraries, driven by
the need to introduce efficiencies and save staff costs,
were experimentingwith selection from information
rather than through physical inspection of books, and
weremoving towards shelf-ready services. This type
of innovationwas exciting tome, becausewe could
develop services that really helped libraries streamline
their workflows.

The business perspective allows one to be free to
improve onwhat has gone before.

The Lucy Scribner Library at Skidmore CollegeFORTYYEARSACATALOGUER LesleyWhyte interviewed by JohnHudson

LesleyWhyte, oneof themajor figures to influencemethodology relating to theproduction and
distribution ofmetadata for libraries in the last 25 years, reflects on the changes the library catalogue
has undergone since shebeganher career inGlasgow…

Sheaf Catalogues at GlasgowUniversity



JH: So, doing business added a perspective to your
thinking about real-world cataloguing?

LW: Definitely. Business forces a strategic approach.
You have to be efficient. And such necessity, when
managed correctly, benefits everyone and everything
within the supply chain.

The Birth of BDS

JH: I can see thatwe have two strandsmerging in
your experience as an innovative cataloguer and as a
practical businesswoman. I guesswhat happens next
is what is known to somany as BDS.

LW: Therewas still duplication of effort and
inefficiency, bothwithinmy own company and between
competing library suppliers. So, the culmination ofmy
library experience andmy business experience leadme
to set up BDSwithmy colleague, Eric Green, in 1994.

Eric and I had alreadyworked together for five years,
andwe had a shared vision of services we could offer to
assist libraries toworkmore efficiently, for the benefit
of staff and users alike.Wewanted to offer amodel
where expert practitioners could focus on creating
metadata that could be usedmany times by all the
different players in the supply chain, for universal
advantage.

JH:Can you tell us about the factors that have
influenced the formation and development of BDS?

LW: There are a number of factors that have always
governed our thinking in the shaping and delivery of
services to the library community.

The first is that library-qualitymetadata is governed by
standards, and if we at BDS canmeet those standards,
and use them to describe the content – be it books,
physical or digital, audio or video files or any other
format that a library uses, then libraries all over the
world can use the recordwithout need for further
modification.We believe in the value of standards, and
I have encouraged colleagues to participate on national
and international committees to contribute to the
maintenance and development of those standards.

Another principle that I believe in is that if you find the
right people, and give them the correct tools and
environment to do the job, you’ll get great results.We
have invested heavily in training, and evenmore heavily
in technology, writing systems tomake the process of
creatingmetadata easy, and everyone at BDS can play
a part in that process. This is what I call the BDS
Method.

The BDSMethod
JH:The realisation of all those insights you accrued
all those years before?

LW: Exactly. All that experience and reflection on it has
gone to build the BDSMethod. Our productivity levels
have been benchmarkedwithmajor institutions in the
world, andwe have been found to bemany timesmore
effective. It is the result of the right technology,
combinedwith the expertise of our team.

JH: So, the systemworks?

LW: It’s proven to do so, yes.

My overriding objective inmy forty years as a
cataloguer, has been tomake a difference tomy
profession. I wanted tomake processes easier, and
more effective, and I wanted to drive down the cost of
metadata creation by reducing duplication of effort,
and reducing backlogs, so that libraries derive
maximumvalue from their collections,making stock
available at the optimum time for the benefit of their
users.

Ourmission at BDS is to provide librarians with the raw
material that they can use for resource discovery, or to
select, acquire and add the item to their stock.

JH:We’ve spoken throughout about howyour
experience has informed your thinking.What
libraries have inspired youmost on your travels?

LW:One of the great pleasures inmy job is getting the
opportunity to visit libraries, both all over the UK and
also abroad. It has been a career-long hobby forme.
Access to some of the great research libraries in the
UK fuelledmy appetite to seemorewhenever I could. I
will never forget the impact ofmy first visit to the
Library of Congress when I wasworking at Skidmore in
1986. Surely nobodywho visits the Reading Roomever
forgets it?

There are somany highlights that it is invidious to
select a few, but particularlymemorable wasmy visit to
theNational Library of Spain, where I saw an early
illustrated edition of DonQuixote, widely regarded as
the first novel ever written, complete with its

engravings, which is very rare, because, as the curator
explained, the illustrations were usually removed.

The Library of Catherine theGreat in St Petersburg
was awe-inspiring, with the largest card catalogue I’ve
ever seen [see image at top of article]. I could not help
butmarvel at the scale of this record of human
achievement. I havemademany visits to libraries
where the architecture of the building is a prequel to
themarvels that one is about to discover inside, and
very close to the top of this category has to be the
Black Diamond, theNational Library of Denmark.

However, a bibliophile likeme still thrills to the sight of
a baroque library, containing in harmonious
surroundings, everything known at the time of
knowledge and human endeavour. The Strahov Library
in Prague comes tomind. But how could I ever forget
the tiny library on the very tiny Caribbean island of
Culebra, serving its local population and passing sailors
in a town called Dewey?

I particularly enjoyed visiting theNational Library of
Australia, where I presented to a group of cataloguers
whowere visiting the library from all over the country.
It was a great privilege to see somany cataloguers
fromone country interested to find out about working
practices in another country. These visits go beyond
providing a good day out. They inspiremewith the
dedication I have seen all over theworld and giveme
ideas that I can bring back to informwork practices in
my own company.

During lockdown,my library visits have been sadly
curtailed, but I was invited by the London Book Fair to
participate in the virtual judging of International
Library of the Year 2021. The result is still a secret, but
thewinner in 2018, theNational Library of Latvia, has
to be one of the great libraries of theworld, due to its
iconic architecture, its collections, and also the story of
how it came to be built. A country that cares enough
about its literary output for the citizens to carry the
collection through the capital city to deposit the books
safely deservesmention on any list.

Looking to the Future
JH:What do you see as the next developments in the
world ofmetadata?

LW:Oh, somany exciting possibilities.

Publishers are producing content inmany different
formats, and for all of us, particularly after recent
worldwide events, we are relyingmore andmore on
digital content. Digital content is not as static as a
printed book, sowe need to ensure that the

description of the item is current. At BDSwework very
closely with publishers, and they are releasingmore
andmore rich content about theworks they publish. I’d
like libraries to be able to access this content and use it
to promote their collections.

It is remarkable to think that when I startedwork, the
first thingwe did whenwe accessioned a new bookwas
to remove the jacket. All the information that the
publisher thought would attract readers was taken
away. Now extended content such as cover images is
seen as an asset to be exploited. This information,
linked to the catalogue record, is set to grow and the
possibilities are huge, extending accessibility and
opening up information retrieval in ways to suit
everybody. The card cataloguemeant that the only
information you had available for the itemwas confined
to the physical space on the card. Nowwe have APIs
linking to various sources, both internal and external,
providing awealth of information about thework or
relatedworks.

JH:Despite being theManagingDirector of a
company that employs over 60 people, you still seem
to be engagedwith the nuts and bolts of
cataloguing…

LW: I don’t work “at the tools” anymore, butmy
colleagues keepme informed on newways of thinking
and newways to describe and access information.
There are always new subjects to be described – a year
ago, nobody had heard of COVID-19 – so classification
systems and thesauri need to bemaintained.

We’vemoved from a single point of access to awork,
onewhere you almost had to know in advance that it
existed, to onewhere the potential for resource
discovery is unlimited. Every word in a record can be
indexed, every information code analysed and content,
whether text, video or audio is available to enhance the
experience of searching for the right resource.

Manifestations of a work can be linked, formats have
proliferated andworks can be updated in real-time.We
can share recordswith libraries all over theworld.

But these objectives can only be achieved if robust
principles govern the recording of knowledge.
Cataloguing rules, standards and identifiers aremore
important than ever if we are going tomake sense of
this infinite quantity of content.

Moving forward, libraries, as always, are probably going
to have to serve the increasingly sophisticated needs
of their users by doingmorewith less. The job of the
librarian, right book, right reader is harder than ever, so
the need for shared, accurate data is paramount.

JH:And so, I guess, we come back to yourmethod,
what you call The BDSMethod?

LW: It is the culmination of everything I have learned in
myworking life, frommy first day in the cataloguing
department at GlasgowUniversity.

I owe somuch tomy teachers andmentors, DrMarlene
Clayton, Colin Galloway, Professor IaMcIlwaine,
Patricia Noble, Maureen Pettifer ... I hope I have added
a little to the library of cataloguing expertise they
themselves helped to build.

Lesley outside theNational Library of Latvia
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A slightly different version of this interview first appeared in
the 200th edition of Catalogue and Indexmagazine, published
in September 2020 by theMetadata Discovery Group (MDG)
of CILIP.
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Unique institutions need unique people tomake them
happen and a unique culture to nurture them. The Scottish
Poetry Library (SPL), housed in a courtyard off the Royal
Mile in Edinburgh and nestled alongside the Scottish
Parliament, offers poetic bonhomie in a purpose-built,
modernist building that is both intimate and spacious.
Here, poetrymatters. Itmatters to each of us, to Scotland
as a nation, its culture and the future.

I first came across the SPL as an incomer to Scotland, living
over 100miles fromEdinburgh. The Library was young back
then and based in Edinburgh’s Tweedale Court and still
managed by its founder, Tessa Ransford, whowas also
editor of the poetrymagazine, Lines Review.

“… She felt that amuch greater audience for poetry existed
thanwas apparent, but without a central forum therewas no
way for people to express their interest – poetry needed a
place of its own,” states the 25th anniversary pamphlet on
the SPLwebsite (https://scottishpoetrylibrary.org.uk). It
continues, “On 6 February [1984], the premises in
Tweeddale Court opened for business, with rug and desk and
electric heater, and four shelves of donated books tomake
up the stock, all under the benign gaze of a bust of the poet
Helen Cruickshank.”

Despitemy distance from the Scottish capital, locals were
talking about the “poetry library” even in those early years,
andwhen I started a poetrymagazine in Scotland’s south-
west, I was advised to “let Tessa know” and get copies to
TomHubbard, the SPL’s first Librarian. The advice was

offeredwith a
sense of pride,
even a sense of
urgency and
excitement.
The Scottish
Poetry Library
meant
something to
people.

An International Institution
Over 30 years later, it means evenmore. I am corresponding
with Toni Velikova, the Assistant Librarian working from the
SPL’s home in Crichton’s Close.

“We have over 47,000
poetry-related items,”
writes Toni. “Themain
focus of our collection is
20th century Scottish
poetry but we also stock a
lot of international poetry.
Our collection includes
lending and reference
books, dictionaries,
encyclopaedias,
pamphlets, junior
collections, CDs, vinyls,
cassette tapes, braille and

large printmaterial, periodicals, newspaper cuttings, special
collections, artists’ books, ephemera and framed art.We
also keep a small number of special items andworks of art
such as a table that belonged toW.S. Graham and Edwin
Morgan’s writing desk and typewriter, alongside the Edwin
Morgan Archive.”

Readers outside Scotlandmay ormay not have heard of
figures from the Scottish poetry world thatmean a great
deal to every student working hard for school qualifications
fromGalloway to Shetland. For example, the Library’s first
Honorary Presidents, NaomiMitchison, SorleyMacLean and
NormanMacCaig who read at the SPL’s opening party on a
night of blizzards and vegetarian haggis. But poetry is part of
Scotland’s soul, as is evinced by the revered, legendary
status of Robert Burns.

“The importance of Robert Burns’ legacy is somethingwe
are very aware of andwe look at ways to engagewith,”
writes Toni. “Every year we have a special event programme
around Burns night and receivemany visitors, who are

looking to familiarise
themselves with Burns’
poetry. This year, the
number of visitors on our
website around Burns night
even caused some server
outages.We try to present a
different side of Burns’
poetry in an engaging and
modernway.”

Scotland is a country of
three leids or languages:
Scots, Gaelic and English
and it has a rich poetic
tradition in each. The
linguisticmelting pot defies
simple geographical
divisions of Highland, Lowland andCentral Belt, asmay be
tempting from a cursory glance. The Ayrshire where Robert
Burns was brought up still had pockets of theGaelic and
Dumfries, where he is buried, spoke aNorthumbrian dialect
of English. Today the language tapestry is incredibly varied
which gives poetry in Scotlandmuch of its colour and vigour.

“Collecting poetry in Scots andGaelic is one of our key
priorities when it comes to collection development,” writes
Toni. “We have a strong selection of books in Gaelic and
Scots andwe are always looking to keep the collection
current and relevant with new purchases as necessary.We
also have a full archive ofGairm, one of themost influential
Gaelic-only poetrymagazines in Scotland, which famously
published “Hallaig” by SorleyMaclean in 1954.”

Collecting doesn’t stop at the Scottish border, however and
visitors to the library andmany of its outreach initiatives, can
enjoy poetry as aworld culture. The great Czech poet,
Miroslav Holub, when visiting the SPL, famously commented
that he “wished therewere something like it in Prague”, and
in the early nineties therewere four poets in residence, from
Iceland, Singapore, India and Botswana.

CatalogueOrigins
A library is nothingwithout a cataloguewhich today is
maintained by Toni following robust guidelines and the RDA
manual. Originally named INSPIRE but nowmigrated to
Koha, an open-source librarymanagement system, the
catalogue is unique in its ability to provide a subject
approach to poetry. INSPIREwas first developed by former
Assistant Librarian PennyDuce, and IFLAmedal recipient,
GordonDunsire, then of Napier University. I wrote to
Gordon and asked him about those early days.

“It was fully hierarchical, displayed to give context to the
topic and provide cross-searching at a broader level,” writes
Gordon. “The SPL collection and its cataloguewas a unique
and valuable contribution to Scotland's culture, a necessary
contribution to the cultural and intellectual health of the
nation. I love themarriage of technology and poetry, it's a
health service for the soul.”

Gordon goes on to remember, “… being told ofmany
instanceswhere telephone enquiries for ‘have you got a
poem I can quote in relation to x’ were answered in real time,
to the astonishment of the enquirer. I think therewas even a
small article or letter about it in the Scotsman.”

Much has had to change since those early days due to the
limitations of time, resources and the demands generated
by the Library’s success.

“Our current catalogue contains a fully searchable database
of our collectionwith both a staff view and a user-friendly
OPAC”writes Toni. “The Scottish Poetry Index - a poem-by-

poem record of the contents of 22 leading Scottish poetry
periodicals from 1940 to 1992 –wasmigrated into Koha and
is a unique resource to this day. The catalogue also has a full
listing of the EdwinMorgan Archive.We have alsomigrated
and updated our unique subject thesaurus from INSPIRE,
which contains over 6,000 subjects.”

TheCatalogue and Lockdown
Since the beginning of lockdown, use of the catalogue has
increased further to facilitate the SPL’s Click and Collect and
postal loan services.

“Considering the interest we have had in the collections
during lockdown, we are confident that Scottish readers
appreciate the comfort poetry providesmore than ever
before,” says Toni, commenting on Scotland’s relationship to
poetry through the Library and its catalogue. “The SPL’s
independence has always characterised us but wewould not
have the success we do nowwithout the community we are
so deeply embedded in.”

ACulture of Community
Toni’s words takeme back to the sense of community
created by the Library over the years that I have known it.
Theway the poetic greats effortlessly rub shoulders with
newcomers at events, its projects that aim to bring poetry
into environments where onemay not find it easily such as
the poetry collection,Tools of the Trade, produced for all
graduating doctors and now in its third edition.

“We are currently working on similar collections for nurses,
midwives and social workers,” writes Toni. “Community
engagement has always been a big part of thework we do
and is achieved through things like workshops andwriting
groups that welcome poets of all levels and abilities, for
example theMothersWriting Group andCreativeWriting for
Health andWellbeing.”

AsGordonDunsire remembers with amusement, “I would
go to the SPLChristmas party with a bottle and have
interesting chats with people I didn't know but I would slip
awaywhen Tessa Ransford clinked her glass and announced
that the readingswere about to begin. Over a couple of
years, it slowly dawned onme that some of the greatest
poets on the planet were involved. That didn't altermy
behaviour, but itmademe feel privileged to be there.”

I think the best way to appreciate the Scottish Poetry Library
is to pay it a visit. My first visit wasmarked by a sense of awe
andwonder. At the very heart of a nation, next to its new and
ambitious parliament, is a collection of poetry books and
you’ll bump into everyone, famous poets,mumswith kids,
the tech guy – you’ll bump into Scotland today.

scottishpoetrylibrary.org.uk by JohnHudson

TheScottish Poetry Library has always beenpart ofmy cultural life. I’ve read there, launchedbooks
there, attendedevents andgatherings, shareddiscussion, debate andmanyglasses ofwine. It brings
people andpoetry together. It feels somuchpart of Scotland that it is easy to overlook its uniqueness…

BRINGINGPEOPLEANDPOEMSTOGETHER
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BDSDigital (https://bdsligital.net), theweb services and IT
armof BDS , has built a new ISNI website (https://isni.org),
whichwent live in June 2020. BDS also transferred existing
content from the previous ISNI website and hosts the new
site for the ISNI International Agency (ISNI-IA).

ISNI (the International Standard Name Identifier) is the ISO
certified global standard number for identifying
contributors to creative works and those active in their
distribution. It is used to identify persons and organisations
involved in creative activities, as well as their public
personas. An open standard, it is a critical component in
LinkedData and SemanticWeb applications.

For ISNI-IA, the body responsible for promulgating the use
of the ISNI identifier, managing its deployment worldwide
andmaintaining the central repository of ISNI identifiers,
thewebsite is an important element in communicatingwith
ISNI users around theworld. These include libraries,
publishers, producers ofmusic or films, bibliographic
services, rightsmanagement organisations, search
engines, online stores, and data aggregators. It also plays a
vital role for those eager to learnmore about ISNI.

ThreeObjectives Achieved
“When first we decided tomove away fromour previous
supplier, we had three initial objectives inmind,” says ISNI-
IA’s Executive Director, TimDevenport. “We needed to
radically improve ISNI’smain “shopwindow” and replace its
by-then obsolescent software foundations. After
benchmarking against other vendors’ offerings, wewanted
amore cost-effective website operation, allowing us to
channelmore of our scarce developmental funds toward
improvements in ISNI’s facilities. And quite specifically, we
were looking for a web-hosting service that was prompt,
attentive and responsive.”

“Colleagues from ISNI’s Quality Team, based at the British
Library, play a crucial role inmaintaining the site’s content
andwere closely involved alongside BDSDigital personnel in
the transition and subsequent running of the site,”
continuesDevenport.

“BDSDigital ticked all the boxes.Wewere expertly led
through a process to determine themost important
features andwebsite navigation routes to best support
ISNI’s purposes. The result has been a new, secure site that
provides a responsive framework for the content and
features we need. And partneringwith BDS gives ISNI
confidence that we can develop the platform further as
ISNI’s business evolves.”

Since the ISNA-IAwas established in 2010 by international
bodies, ISNI has expanded rapidly, at first in the realms of
rights organisations and national libraries andmore recently
into themusic industry, which has been quick to recognise
the potential benefits of unambiguous identification of the
many creative parties involved.

With over 25 years’ experience in supplying industry-
standardmetadata to libraries, the book and home
entertainment sectors, alongside its expertise in building
websites for the book trade, BDS has the knowledge, the IT
experience, and the sound intellectual base towork with
ISNI-IA andmaintain the ISNI website into the future.

Today ISNI holds public records ofmore than 12million
identities, including over 11million individuals andmore
than onemillion organisations, held in a database from104
sources. As a universal form of name authority control,
ISNIs are assignedwhen there is a high level of confidence in
matching new names to existing names in the database or
when sufficiently richmetadata is available to determine
that the new name does not yet exist in the ISNI database.
To get a better idea of the breadth of information recorded,
visitors are welcome to trial searches from the site’s Search
Database page (https://isni.org/page/search-database)
which looks directly into themain ISNI database.

“BDSwas delighted to be chosen as theweb services
provider for ISNI-IA,” says Eric Green, ManagingDirector of
BDSDigital. “As a company that prides itself on adherence
to internationally agreed standards whenworkingwith
bibliographic information, we feel a deep synergy between
our organisations andwhat ISNI-IA represents. BDSDigital
looks forward to developing the ISNI website in the future,
working alongside ISNI-IA.”

FutureOpportunities
Looking to the future, TimDevenport identifies several
areas for development for ISNI and its website. These
include ongoingwork to support the delivery of ISNI
metadata in "LinkedData" format, the introduction of web
analytics sowe can bettermonitor and optimise the user
experience and exploringwhether there ismore that can be
done tomake the sitemore accessible for visually impaired
users.

“We are happywith the appearance and functioning of the
ISNI website right now,” says TimDevenport. “But
opportunities will doubtless arise tomake still-better use of
this website real-estate.We're looking forward tomoving
forward in partnership with BDSDigital as a demanding but,
we hope, stimulating client in future!”

Get an ISNI at h�ps://isni.org/page/get-an-isni.

BDSmetadata for vinylmusic albums is proving to be the
first choice for independent record shops.

It may bewhat themusic commentator Simon Reynolds
dubs “retromania” but the demand for vinyl in the UK has
been so pronounced it has recently spawned an official vinyl
LP album and singles chart.

“It is an incredible achievement after all that's happened this
year that retailers have not onlymatched vinyl's 2019 sales
year-to-date, but exceeded themby nearly 5%,” said Kim
Bayley of Entertainment Retailers Association (ERA) in an
interviewwithMusicWeek inOctober 2020. “It's a great
example of what happenswhen retailers get towork their
magic with a product people really want. The vinyl success
story goes on and on.”

HugeDemand for Vinyl
In 2019more than 4.3million records sold. Vinyl LP sales
have grown for 13 consecutive years. The British
Phonographic Industry (BPI) reports an approximate rise of
2,000% since the format’s nadir in 2007, and the highest
level of demand since the early ’90s. One in eight albums
sold are now on vinyl, while the average yearly spend per
consumerwasmore than £90.

Such growth requires excellentmetadata to source,
purchase,manage and present albums online to the public.

“BDS is the first choice for the best vinyl retailers,” say Barry
Smith, Director of Trade Sales at BDS. “I’m regularly talking
with independent record shopswho have quickly realised
that increased demand requires responsive systems to
manage their business and attract repeat custom.”

New enterprises and long-standing vinyl legends have come
to Barry recently in recognition of the need for the quality of
BDSmetadata versus the partial solutions achieved by
homespun databases.

SinceOctober 2019 The RecordHub based in Dublin in the
Republic of Ireland (https://therecordhub.com), has been
using BDSmetadata, while a recent convert currently

integrating BDSmetadata into its online system is Sister Ray
Records (https://sisterray.co.uk) in Berwick Street, a famous
Sohomusic haunt in the heart of London.

“The RecordHub is huge in Irelandwhile Sister Ray is amusic
shop legend and has been sellingmusic for over 30 years,”
says Barry. “The fact that two such
famous retailers in vinyl have come to
BDS says it all.”

The story doesn’t end there. A
revitalised “Head Records”
(www.facebook.com/
HEADLeamingtonSpa) based in
Leamington Spa and “Bending Sound”
(https://bendingsound.co.uk) based in
Bangor, Northern Ireland have also
adopted BDS as theirmetadata
solution, as has Red Robin Records
(www.facebook.com/redrobinrecords)
based in Aberdeen, Scotland.

“The energy in the vinyl market and the sheer enthusiasmof
its aficionadosmeans this is a growth sector and,” adds
Barry, “the retro culture lends itself to local retail built
around shops of unique character. Of course, the increasing
dependence on online sales brought about by the ongoing
pandemic and lockdowns hasmeant greatmetadata ismore
important than ever.”

Record StoreDay 2021
Certainly, themarket shows no sign of shrinking. Record
Store Day 2021, due to take place on Saturday 12th June,
supported by BBC Sounds, is the day of the year when
hundreds of record shops in the UK come together to
celebrate their unique and independent culture and the art
of vinyl. Special vinyl release exclusives take placewith
parties and live performances taking place in record shops
all over the UK. Fans of the “warmth” of the vinyl soundwill
be listening, and BDSmetadata is sure to be playing its part
in connecting the right soundswith the right listeners.

BDSBUILDSANEWWEBSITE FOR ISNI

BDSMETADATAANDTHEVINYL REVIVAL
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TheM25Consortium, a collaborative organisation that represents the
interests of academic and research libraries within theM25 region andmore
widely across the East and Southeast of England, is holding its virtual annual
conference on Tuesday, the 30thMarch 2021. The title and theme of the
conference is: ‘The Future of Libraries’. BDS is a silver sponsor.

The conference topic will “seek to help colleagues inM25 libraries better
prepare operationally and strategically for the future of the sector” says the
M25Consortiumwebsite (www.m25lib.ac.uk).The conference is open to
members and non-members.

“BDS is committed to assisting libraries and organisations representing libraries,” says Sarah Armitage, Director
of Library Sales. “It ismore important than ever that we, as a profession, continue tomeet and discuss, challenge
and develop ideas fromour lockdown locations. BDS is delighted to be a sponsor.”

The conferencewill be held via Zoom and the day begins with a session led by gold sponsor, AMDigital (see our
feature, BDSLife, Spring 2018) on Primary Sources for Teaching and Research. The keynotewill be given by
Professor ShânWareing of the University of Northamptonwho asks the question: ‘The Future of Libraries: what
canwe learn fromStarWars?’

The daywill comprise seven further papers presented by representatives of institutions as diverse as the
University of the Arts London, the Royal College of Nursing, Kingston University and Birkbeck, University of
London. Each presentationwill last about half an hour andwill address topics relating to the future of libraries,
finishing on ‘Funding our Future! Public Engagement andGrant Income for Libraries’.

The Consortium has 54member institutions, comprising higher education, national, museum and other scholarly
libraries. Its aim is to provide services and resources for the benefit of library staff, learners and researchers, while
its vision is “to enhance collaborative expertise in and around theM25 to inspire ourmembers to deliver
transformational change in order to offer the best possible services supporting academic and scholarly
endeavour.”

“I’m really looking forward to this day of information and discussion,” says Heather Sherman, BDSDirector of
Academic LibraryOperations, whowill be attending the virtual conference alongwith Sarah Armitage. “As BDS
launches its newAcademic Library Licence, the future of academic and research libraries is of profound
importance to all of us at BDS and I am sure that the issues discussedwill informBDS services as we go forward.”

People wishing to register for the conference can do so at www.m25lib.ac.uk.

BDSSPONSORS “THE FUTUREOF LIBRARIES”

If you love libraries, you don’t want tomiss out on BDSlife.

In each issue youwill visit at least one of themost famous and inspiring
libraries in theworld, includingNational Libraries, catch up on the latest
ideas fromexperts, read interviewswith library professionals and industry

leaders, aswell as read about events and venues relevant to librarianship. At the same time youwill
get updates on all the latest innovations in BDS products and services.

Sign up to receive an email as soon as each issue is ready to read online or in pdf format.
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